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Abstract

The widespread use of cloud-based face recognition
technology raises privacy concerns, as unauthorized ac-
cess to face images can expose personal information or be
exploited for fraudulent purposes. In response, privacy-
preserving face recognition (PPFR) schemes have emerged
to hide visual information and thwart unauthorized ac-
cess. However, the validation methods employed by these
schemes often rely on unrealistic assumptions, leaving
doubts about their true effectiveness in safeguarding facial
privacy. In this paper, we introduce a new approach to pri-
vacy validation called Minimum Assumption Privacy Pro-
tection Validation (Map2V). This is the first exploration of
formulating a privacy validation method utilizing deep im-
age priors and zeroth-order gradient estimation, with the
potential to serve as a general framework for PPFR eval-
uation. Building upon Map2V, we comprehensively vali-
date the privacy-preserving capability of PPFRs through
a combination of human and machine vision. The exper-
iment results and analysis demonstrate the effectiveness
and generalizability of the proposed Map2V, showcasing
its superiority over native privacy validation methods from
PPFR works of literature. Additionally, this work exposes
privacy vulnerabilities in evaluated state-of-the-art PPFR
schemes, laying the foundation for the subsequent effective
proposal of countermeasures. The source code is available
at https://github.com/Beauty9882/MAP2V.

1. Introduction

A cloud-based face recognition (FR) system usually com-
prises the client and server sides. The client devices capture
facial images, which are then transmitted to a cloud server
[38, 41]. The server employs machine learning algorithms
to analyze facial features, matching them against stored
data. Results are sent back to clients, enabling seamless and
efficient identity verification and access control [29, 37]. As
FR technology becomes increasingly prevalent, the need to
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safeguard the privacy of sensitive facial images has become
a critical concern. This is primarily due to the fact that face
is typically considered private by the client, who is hesitant
to share the raw image with external entities, including the
server [10, 32, 44].

Recently, various privacy-preserving face recogni-
tion (PPFR) schemes have been constructed using deep
learning-based techniques to address the aforementioned
challenges [6, 28, 41, 46, 47]. Despite the growth of PPFR
techniques and the sound security they demonstrated, there
is still a lack of a proper framework capable of comprehen-
sively validating their model capacity to safeguard against
privacy inference [14, 34]. The existing privacy validation
methods [11, 22, 23] typically focus on reconstructing face
images from user data stored on the server. These methods
often rely on numerous assumptions and can be collectively
termed as the 2k2c framework, granting adversaries the fol-
lowing advantages:
1. Knowledge to the PPFR system, be it within a black-box

or white-box settings.
2. Knowledge to the protected user data collectible from

the server or database within a PPFR system.
3. Capabilities to query the server indefinitely, aiming to

obtain input-output pairs for network training.
4. Capabilities to independently train a face reconstruc-

tion network (e.g., using autoencoders) and reverse-
engineer the face from partial information obtained from
the server.

The aforementioned 2k2c framework is indeed a less real-
istic attacking environment for the potential adversary. To
elaborate, granting the adversary the capability to collect
protected user data from the server or database effectively
provides the attacker access to the PPFR system with min-
imal (or even zero) effort. On the other hand, allowing the
adversary to query the server indefinitely suggests that no
PPFR system can withstand such a brute-force approach
without relying on computationally bounded assumptions.

Therefore, we refined 2k2c assumptions into a more nu-
anced 1k1c framework, relaxing the adversary’s capability
to only require:
1. Knowledge of the PPFR system but under a black-box
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setting: The adversary mimics normal user behavior,
limited to a few query attempts and interaction within
the user interface outside the server, observing authenti-
cation results presented as similarity scores.

2. Capability of exploiting generic image priors: Image
priors may include public face images or generic priors
from a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [26].

Such refined 1k1c assumptions notably avoid unnecessary
overpowered computational capability for potential adver-
saries, creating a much more realistic environment for any
adversary aiming to compromise the targeted PPFR sys-
tem. A visual comparison of the attack pipeline between
2k2c and 1k1c assumptions is illustrated in Fig. 1. In par-
ticular, we emulate a potential adversary as a typical user,
interacting with the system through queries and gathering
exploitable information from the returned similarity scores
(see Fig. 1 (c)). This exploration, characterized by min-
imized assumptions to adversary’s computing power, not
only provides insights into the vulnerabilities of the PPFR
system but also holds immediate relevance in combating
database attacks through efficient system queries.

Achieving the privacy inference under the 1k1c assump-
tion is challenging. We take a detour by leveraging generic
deep image priors [26] and zeroth-order optimization based
on gradient estimation to establish privacy-preserving val-
idation method, referred to as Map2V. Map2V formulates
any adversary’s privacy attack on the system as a zeroth-
order optimization problem aimed at obtaining the best so-
lution from public image priors, with a specific emphasis on
query efficiency and generalizability. Specifically, our main
findings in this work cover three distinct domains:

• Conceptually, we introduce a novel privacy validation
framework under a minimal assumption, where the ad-
versary operates from outside the PPFR system and aims
to breach privacy barriers with minimal effort by posing
as a normal user and acquiring knowledge of system out-
puts. This scenario represents a more realistic and credi-
ble threat model, marking a significant paradigm shift in
privacy validation practices.

• Technically, we introduce an explicit construction called
Map2V that realizes our conceptual idea. By framing the
privacy inference as a zeroth-order optimization problem,
we propose a novel optimization strategy using deep im-
age priors and gradient estimation. Leveraging rich priors
enables a query-efficient reconstruction of original facial
images without training, making it a potential generaliz-
able tool for PPFR evaluation.

• Experimentally, we provide a comprehensive assessment
of the latest state-of-the-art (SOTA) PPFR works using
our Map2V approach. Employing both human and ma-
chine vision, we assess privacy leakage on three major
tasks: reconstruction visual quality analysis, visual pri-
vacy analysis, and identity privacy analysis. Our findings

Client side Server side Decompose-and-Remove Module 
(e.g., DuetFace) 

(a) Privacy-preserving face recognition system using decompose-and-remove strategy 

(b) Under 2k2c Assumption (c) Our proposed 1k1c Assumption 
Training | Attack 
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Figure 1. This paper is targeted at validating the privacy of
SOTA privacy-preserving face recognition. (a) is a general
decompose-and-remove-based privacy-preserving face recogni-
tion framework, and (b) is a prior learning-based privacy validation
method under the 2k2c assumption. (c) is our proposed privacy
validation method under the 1k1c assumption, featuring a more
realistic attack environment than (b), aimed at uncovering vulner-
abilities in (a).

highlight the potential of Map2V as a general privacy val-
idation method, and the vulnerability of existing PPFR
methods on popular LFW and CelebA face datasets.

2. Related Works

2.1. Privacy-Preserving Face Recognition

Early PPFR efforts predominantly centered on encryption-
based methods, transforming faces into encrypted domains
for privacy protection [4, 5, 17, 20, 30, 33]. In contrast,
transformation-based methods take a different route, con-
verting facial images into perturbed or regenerated repre-
sentations to reduce distinguishability by untrusted entities
[6, 31, 44, 45]. However, these approaches often involve a
trade-off between privacy preservation and recognition per-
formance [16, 18, 36, 43].

To mitigate the inherent trade-off challenge, recent stud-
ies concentrate on a novel approach: decomposing the face
image and subsequently removing human-perceivable fea-
tures. This process renders the remaining face images vi-
sually indistinguishable while maintaining model accuracy.
We term it as “Decompose-and-Remove” (DnR). Figure 1
(a) shows a typical example of DnR pipeline.

Numerous notable DnR approaches have been proposed
for PPFR in the literature. For instance, the PPFR-FD
scheme by Wang et al. [40] utilizes fast face mask-
ing through random channel shuffling, aiming to filter out
human-perceptible channel information from facial images.
The filtered facial data is subsequently transmitted to the
server for secure storage and recognition purposes. On the
other hand, Ji et al. [11] introduced the DCTDP scheme,
leveraging the concept of differential privacy by introduc-
ing differential privacy perturbations into the generated face
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Table 1. Comparision of privacy validation methods on SOTA PPFRs.

Validation method PPFR VP RP IIP Assumption Train-free Query count Generalizable Available code Venue

Learning-and-attack

PPFR-FD[40] YES YES YES - No - - No AAAI-2022
DCTDP[11] YES No No 2k2c No ≈Millions NO Yes ECCV-2022

DuetFace[22] YES No No 2k2c No ≈Millions NO Yes ACMMM-2022
PartialFace[23] YES No No 2k2c No ≈Millions NO No ICCV-2023

Map2V DnRs [11, 22, 23] YES YES YES 1k1c YES Thousands YES YES -

features. The difficulty of recovering the original face im-
ages is enhanced by allocating different privacy budgets
to decomposed frequency domain features. Under a semi-
honest server threat model, the DuetFace scheme was pro-
posed by Mi et al. [22]. It incorporates the use of Block
Discrete Cosine Transform along with channel splitting.
This process involves identifying and preserving essential
channels within the high-frequency spectrum, which is cru-
cial for recognition performance while removing the non-
essential ones. In their latest work, Mi et al. [23] have in-
troduced another DnR strategy, namely PartialFace, involv-
ing the extraction of complementary local features from a
diverse image set through mixed training. This approach
equips the recognition model to gain a holistic understand-
ing of collective data while minimizing individual informa-
tion exposure risk.

2.2. Privacy Validation of PPFRs

While DnR conceals visual information from the server,
providing a conceptually sound approach to privacy protec-
tion. It remains unclear to which extent that transmitting
only visually imperceptible data to the server can effectively
counter potential privacy inference by adversaries interact-
ing directly with the system. This underscores the need for
comprehensive privacy validation for DnR approaches, en-
compassing tasks such as reconstructing visually inaccessi-
ble query images and inferring the face’s identity through
intercepted or unauthorized redistributed information, as
highlighted in existing literature [24, 25, 27, 39].

The generic privacy validation method aims to evaluate
three primary privacy preservation requirements, which are
not absolute necessities but are viewed as sufficient condi-
tions for a secure PPFR, as follows:
• Visual Privacy (VP): On the very basis, the server should

not have the capability to extract meaningful information
from the visual appearance of the face image.

• Reconstruction Privacy (RP): The server should not be
able to effectively reconstruct the original face image (or
its related information) from its protected counterpart.

• Identity Inferred Privacy (IIP): The server can re-
distribute reconstructed images or intercept transmitted
messages. However, without accessing the recognition
model, the information learnable from the reconstructed
image should not reveal the user’s identity.
Table 1 summarizes the privacy validation methods of

PPFR schemes. It can be observed that SOTA PPFR sys-

tems construct autoencoder models, such as UNet, based on
the 2k2c assumption for privacy validation. This involves
determining compliance with the three privacy preserva-
tion requirements mentioned above. Attack models based
on autoencoder models heavily rely on training data ob-
tained through queries to the PPFR system. This approach
is not aligned with the limited access nature of practi-
cal face recognition applications. Moreover, when applied
to different targeted PPFR, the need for retraining limits
the model’s generalizability and significantly raises valida-
tion costs across a broad spectrum of distinct PPFR sys-
tems. In light of the above reasoning, constructing a query-
efficient and generalizable privacy validation method with
minimized assumptions is crucial for exposing the vulnera-
bilities of PPFR and promoting its development. This moti-
vation serves as the core driving force in this work.

3. Methodology

3.1. Formalization

Objective. Let x and x̂ denote the human-imperceptible
decomposed facial data derived from the target facial im-
age and reconstructed facial image. It is more intuitive to
represent the PPFR model as a function f(x) : D → R512

that transforms input data x ∈ D into a real-valued fea-
ture vector of 512 dimensions. Let ϕ : {0, 1} → R denote a
function that output the resultant similarity score s ∈ R cor-
responding to the system decision D ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., the deci-
sion D(x) = 1 means granted access and D(x) = 0 means
reject. In practice, attackers following the 1k1c assumption
aim to reconstruct the target face image solely from the sys-
tem’s output s. This scenario can be simulated using x and
x̂ with the adoption of face image priors to generate facial
images, aiming to minimize the following objective:

maxEx∼Dreal
[ϕ(D(x))]− Ex̂∼DG

[ϕ(D(x̂))]

= maxEx∼Dreal,x̂∼DG

[∣∣∣∣ϕ(D(x))− ϕ(D(x̂))

∣∣∣∣]. (1)

To estimate Ex∼Dreal
[ϕ(D(x))] using limited number of in-

put data, one utilizes 1
t

∑
t ϕ(D(xi)). The empirical ver-

sion of the real distribution is therefore denoted as D̂real

(likewise for D̂G), where each xi is assigned equal proba-
bility 1

t .
Essentially, facial images in our work can be either

drawn from a public face dataset or a public GANs’ deep
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generator G. We adopt G in our work. Given f(·) is 1-
Lipschitz, above objective have a solution [1] where:

∇dW (D̂real, D̂G) ≈ −Ez∼Z [∇f(G(z))]. (2)

Here, the latent vector z is supposed to follow Gaussian dis-
tribution, and the Wasserstein distance dW between D̂real

and D̂G described as:

dW (D̂real, D̂G) = sup
f

∣∣∣∣Ex∼D̂real,x̂∼D̂G
[d(f(x), f(x̂)]

∣∣∣∣,
(3)

where d(·) represents the Euclidean distance measurement.
Challenges. Nonetheless, enforcing a 1-Lipschitz con-

straint on the PPFR model can be challenging. This con-
straint imposes strict bounds on the gradient, and achieving
it reliably can be complex. Another challenge lies in the
inherent issue of GAN generalization, known as mode col-
lapse, where the model tends to produce a restricted range
of outputs, limiting its ability to explore the complete train-
ing data distribution and capture its diversity and richness.
In face privacy inference, mode collapse is undesirable as
it restricts the diversity of GAN-generated outputs, limiting
the range of possible facial features and hindering the com-
prehensive representation of the user’s face. Consequently,
it may lead to reconstructed results deviating significantly
from the actual privacy inference level, resulting in a lack
of generalizability in validation models.

Countermeasures. To address the above challenges, we
decided to directly minimize the Wasserstein distance be-
tween D̂real and D̂G as indicated by Eq. 3. When f(·)
represents a neural network-trained PPFR model, Eq. 3 be-
comes equivalent to the neural network distance between
D̂real and D̂G. Suppose the GAN successfully minimizes
the neural network distance between the empirical distri-
butions, i.e., d(D̂real, D̂G). In that case, we can infer that
the neural network distance between the original distribu-
tions d(Dreal,DG) is also small (as per Theorem 3.1 in [2]).
Therefore, this approach allows us to achieve GAN gener-
alization for our intended goal. It is important to note that
the Wasserstein distance (as defined in Eq. 3) is sensitive to
the support of f(·). To be more explicit, we define:

Ex∼D̂real,x̂∼D̂G
[d(f(x), f(x̂))]

=
1

mt

m∑
i=1

t∑
j=1

d(f(xi), f(x̂j)). (4)

This scenario accounts for situations where an attacker may
attempt to reconstruct m instances of users’ face images
using a potential t number of decomposed facial data x̂.
Therefore, the support of f(·) should be proportional to m
and t.

Besides, it is worth noting that Eq. 4 only considered a
specific mode of the empirical distribution for both D̂real

and D̂G. To achieve a richer diversity and mitigate mode
collapse, it is appropriate to consider a multimodal scenario,
which can be described as D̂(1)

G , D̂(2)
G , . . . , D̂(n)

G . Here, the
superscript indicates particular mode numbers totaling n
modes.

Considering the above, the objective for an adversary is
to identify specific modes that optimize the criteria below.

argmin
θ

E
x∼D̂real,x̂∼D̂(θ)

G

[d(f(x), f(x̂))], (5)

where θ correspond to a specific mode that minimize
d(f(x), f(x̂)). This formalized ultimate objective entails
the implicit parameterization of the potential modes during
GAN training and their respective supports for the Wasser-
stein distance between the compared distributions in terms
of the values of n, m and t. This approach is highly relevant
to our face privacy validation goal, where the adversary’s
capabilities are limited to a specific number of queries for
f(xi) and f(x̂j). Therefore, we can validate the privacy
protection capacity of the PPFR f(·) about the number of
queries, and this quantification is directly tied to the values
of n, m, and t, establishing a proportionality between them.

3.2. Explicit Construct: Map2V

Based on the above formal definition, we introduce an ex-
plicit construction for PPFR validation: Map2V, with three
modules: 1) Prior space construction (PSC), 2) Rank-and-
Ensemble Initialization (REI) and 3) Zeroth-order gradi-
ent estimation. The first and third modules aim to improve
query efficiency, while the second is intended to ensure gen-
eralizability.

Prior Space (Modes) Construction. While Eq. 5 guar-
antees an optimal minimum for a specific mode character-
ized by θ within n queries for an adversary to request f(x)
with a particular x, it entails the need to construct empirical
distributions for both D̂real and D̂(θ)

G across a total of n pos-
sible modes. Taking inspiration from Tov et al.[35], we can
rely on StyleGAN[13] to accomplish this. This is because,
in the context of validating PPFR, the adversary has the ca-
pability of exploiting generic public image priors under the
1k1c assumption. In [35], two fundamental principles are
proposed for designing encoders that offer precise control
over the proximity of inversions to regions originally cov-
ered by StyleGAN training data. We embrace this encoding
strategy using the StyleGAN2 generator (G) to construct
our prior space from publicly available facial datasets, con-
sisting of n distinct modes as initialization. In contrast to
optimizing from the noise space, the prior space construc-
tion strategy takes into account the adversary’s knowledge
and capabilities for initial space optimization, mining the
optimal set of n modes to form the prior space.
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(b) Prior space construction (c) Rank-and-Ensemble Initialization (d) Zeroth-order gradient estimation 
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed Map2V. (a) outlines our privacy inference pipeline. (b), (c) and (d) describe the details of three
modules: Prior Space Construction, Rank-and-Ensemble Initialization, and Zeroth-order gradient estimation. By collaborating these three
modules, we obtain a universal privacy validation model that is efficient and generalizable.

And then we associated individual mode to single latent
code w(θ) ∼ W+, which is then fed into each layer of
G through AdaIN [9]. In this context, W+ is a subset of
Rℓ×512, where ℓ denotes the number of layers, e.g., ℓ = 14.
The integration of a layer-wise latent space promotes dis-
entangled features, leading to enhanced differentiation be-
tween different modes. By doing so, it reduces the chance
for w(θ) ∈ W+ veering towards neighboring points that are
closer to the boundaries of unintended modes. With this as-
sociation of latent codes within unique modes, we can pro-
ceed to refine Eq. 5 as follows:

argmin
w(θ)

E
x∼D̂real,x̂∼D̂(θ)

G

[
d(f(x), f(Φ(G(w(θ))))

]
, (6)

where Φ(G(w(θ))) = x̂ simply output the decomposed data
of the generated image.

Rank-and-Ensemble Initialization. The face recon-
structed from the target system should be tested across mul-
tiple face recognition systems or PPFR systems to enhance
the credibility of the privacy verification results of the tar-
get system. However, when there is a disparity between the
models used in the target and validation systems, the testing
results diminish. To address this issue, we propose a rank-
and-ensemble initialization strategy inspired by model av-
eraging protocol that boosts domain generalization [3, 48].
Adversary first generates face images using the latent vec-
tors w(θ) ∼ W+ of n modes through stylegan generator
G, which are then input into the target face recognition

model E. E calculates the similarity score between the
extracted feature vectors and the enrolled features in the
database and returns it to the adversary. Next, the n similar-
ity scores are sorted, and the latent vectors corresponding to
the top-k scores are selected. Finally, the top-k latent vec-
tors are combined through averaging and ensemble meth-
ods to create an initial latent vector, whose mode optimally
aligns with our objective is determined, s.t. the distance
d(f(x), f(Φ(G(w(θ))))) is minimum among all n modes.
The proposed rank-and-ensemble strategy enhances the pri-
vacy inference performance and strengthens the generaliza-
tion capabilities of Map2V, whether the target and validation
systems are identical or differ.

Zeroth-Order Gradient Estimation. Under 1k1c as-
sumption, we shall proceed with the optimization of Eq. 6
without accessing the gradient information of (pre-trained)
G and E (or (f ·)). We propose a zeroth-order gradient es-
timation to achieve a training-free and query-efficient so-
lution. After rank-and-ensemble initialization, an optimal
initial latent vector is determined; one straightforward ap-
proach to minimize Eq. 6 is gradient decent, denoted as:

w
(θ)
t+1 ← w

(θ)
t − α

∂L
∂w

(θ)
t

. (7)

Here, t refers to the iteration count, which also corresponds
to the number of samples for x̂j within a particular mode
(θ) (see Eq. 4), α represents a fixed learning rate, and

L(w(θ)
t ) := d(f(x), f(Φ(G(w

(θ)
t )))). (8)
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This approach allows for precise modulation of the latent
update using a small parameter α. However, under the 1k1c
assumption, it is impossible to compute gradients ∂L

∂z (de-
noted g for simplicity). Motivated by zeroth-order opti-
mization used in reinforcement learning, we attempt to ap-
proximate the gradient in this black-box setting as follows:

ĝ =
d

t

t∑
j=1

L(w(θ) + ϵuj)− L(w(θ))

ϵ
uj , uj ∼ U(Sd−1),

(9)
where d is the dimension of the latent code, uj denotes a
perturbation noise sampled randomly from a d-dimensional
unit sphere Sd−1, and ϵ stands for a small positive constant
known as the smoothing parameter.

Based on the information provided earlier (Eq. 4), we
can deduce that the attack complexity required for the ad-
versary to achieve the formalized objective (Eq. 6) is at
least in the order of O(nmt). This provides a lower bound
for our reference to privacy validation of the PPFR system.
In other words, it implies the minimum number of queries
necessary to attain a particular privacy inference perfor-
mance within our 1k1c framework.

4. Experimental evaluation
4.1. Experimental setup

Datasets: Two widely recognized face recognition bench-
marking datasets Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [8] and
CelebFace Attributes (CelebA) [19] are used to evaluate the
potential of Map2V and the vulnerability of the latest PPFR
system in the literature. We sampled 200 individuals ran-
domly for each dataset in the evaluation (i.e.,m = 200).

Configuration: We use cosine distance as the distance
metric in Eq. 6, and then the Adam optimizer with a fixed
learning rate of 0.1 for 1k1c black-box scenarios. We per-
form optimization for 400 iterations (i.e., t = 400). For
the initialization step, we randomly sample 500 latent vec-
tors (i.e., n = 500) from constructed prior spaces and use
the ensemble of the top-5 latent vectors as the initial point.
Meanwhile, we specify the parameters ϵ = 0.1 and u = 16
for gradient estimation. This leads to a total of 6900 query
accesses to the PPFR system.

In the identity inference analysis, the reconstructed im-
ages from a target system (denoted as ST for simplicity) are
used to impersonate a user in another recognition system
(denoted as SV for simplicity) for validation. ST and SV

can be either an unprotected FR system (e.g., ArcFace [7],
MagFace [21], AdaFace [15]) or a PPFR (e.g., DuetFace,
DCTDP, PartialFace, with training configurations and more
experiments detailed in the supplementary materials).

Evaluation Metrics: For each generated face image
from ST , we compare it with the original image of the
same identity and other images of this user using SV .

Consequently, we derive two recognition accuracy metrics,
termed privacy scores: PSI and PSII. Lower privacy scores
indicate reduced facial privacy risks. It is worth mentioning
that we set up both 1k1c black-box and white-box scenarios
(see supplementary), and also consider the case where the
target system and the validation system are the same and
different. As the goal is to reveal the user’s identity and
threaten the security of the system, we also set up human
observers for subjective evaluation.

4.2. Privacy inference analysis of Map2V

Reconstruction quality. Examples of original images and
generated face images based on randomly selected subjects
in CelebA are shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that the
proposed Map2V can generate high-resolution face images
based on the 1k1c assumption. We can also observe that
personal attributes, such as gender, hairstyle, and skin color,
are well preserved in our final inferred face images across
existing popular PPFR systems, i.e., DuetFace, DCTDP,
and PartialFace.
Identity privacy analysis. Table 2 presents the privacy
scores for attack images within the state-of-the-art naive FR
and PPFR systems in a 1k1c setting. Taking CelebA as an
example: 1) when inferring an image from the same PPFR
for identical images, the PSI scores are notably high, reach-
ing 97.94%, 96.77%, and 97.79% for DuetFace, DCTDP,
and PartialFace, respectively. However, comparing the re-
constructed image to the same PPFR but a different image
of the same user results in a slightly decreased PSII score,
which remains at a concerning level for privacy risks; 2) in-
ferring the image from one PPFR and inferring the identity
from another PPFR system shows a decrease in both PSI
and PSII scores but still maintains a high privacy risks. For
instance, after obtaining a face image from DuetFace, the
privacy score of matching this face with other PPFR sys-
tems is 92.02% and 86.29% for DCTDP and PartialFace,
respectively. In the most challenging scenario for PSII,
matching this face with other PPFR systems enrolled with
a new face leads to PSII scores of 75.32% and 70.82% for
DCTDP and PartialFace, respectively. These results show-
case that the proposed Map2V is capable of achieving pri-
vacy inference under minimal assumptions.
Visual privacy analysis by machine vision. We employed
a face attribute classifier [12] that was trained on the Fair-
Face dataset, encompassing attributes such as gender, race,
and age. The results, showcased in Table 3, reveal that the
average attribute matching rate between the reconstructed
and target faces surpasses 70% in LFW and 60% in CelebA.
This suggests a significant retention of specific target face
attributes in our reconstructed faces, potentially disclosing
private information. Meanwhile, there is a significant vari-
ation in the quality of the dataset, leading to biases in the
initial guess of gender when the quality of target images is
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Target

A: Reconstructed from DuetFace   B: Reconstructed from DCTDP   C: Reconstructed from PartialFace

A

B

C

Figure 3. Examples of reconstructed faces from the CelebA dataset for three SOTAs under 1k1c settings. The first row is the target image
for the adversary’s attack, A to C shows the results of Map2V.

Table 2. Privacy scores (%) against different validation systems on
LFW and CelebA dataset under 1k1c settings.

Reconstructed from ST

Dataset Attack DuetFace DCTDP PartialFace Average
to SV PSI PSII PSI PSII PSI PSII PSI PSII

LFW

ArcFace 90.25 69.26 91.75 73.46 89.50 67.46 90.5 70.06
MagFace 82.08 70.21 86.83 75.78 90.08 73.67 86.33 73.22
AdaFace 81.27 65.65 81.27 69.51 88.27 68.11 83.60 67.76
DuetFace 97.46 82.61 93.64 76.38 91.60 72.62 94.23 77.20
DCTDP 88.43 71.42 96.43 88.26 88.18 69.08 91.01 76.25

PartialFace 82.40 66.84 85.65 73.95 98.90 93.42 88.98 78.07

CelebA

ArcFace 92.48 74.71 93.73 76.53 93.98 78.43 93.40 76.56
MagFace 91.73 74.89 90.73 77.52 94.23 82.30 92.23 78.24
AdaFace 85.82 68.01 85.32 71.04 92.32 75.97 87.82 71.67
DuetFace 97.94 82.15 94.37 78.57 93.86 80.70 95.39 80.47
DCTDP 92.02 75.32 96.77 85.66 90.52 78.09 93.10 79.69

PartialFace 86.29 70.82 87.54 74.48 97.79 89.31 90.54 78.20

poor. This also indicates a weaker correlation between gen-
der and identity features, consistent with face anonymiza-
tion studies such as Li et al. (2023) and Shamshad et al.
(2023) that highlight the ability to modify identity features
while maintaining gender attributes.

Visual privacy analysis by human vision. If a recon-
structed image can fool the system but is visibly different
from the target image to human observers, it poses only a
partial threat to PPFR. Therefore, we designed a quiz with
30 reconstructed images randomly selected of distinct indi-
viduals using the LFW dataset for 100 human observers to
assess the subjective privacy (i.e., visual decision of being
the same person) between reconstructed images and target
identities. To ensure a fair evaluation, we included three
real images with the same race, gender, and age group as
the target identity as distractors, along with a ’none’ op-
tion. Overall Subjective Privacy Score (SPS) and Subjective
Recognition Rates(SRR) quantify the results of human sub-

Table 3. Face attributes matching rates (%) between reconstructed
faces and target faces.

Dataset PPFR Race Gender Age Average

LFW
DuetFace 76.50 80.50 71.00 76.00
DCTDP 82.50 80.50 65.50 76.17

PartialFace 82.50 81.50 76.50 80.17

CelebA
DuetFace 74.50 49.00 65.00 62.83
DCTDP 76.50 48.00 74.50 66.33

PartialFace 76.00 47.50 71.00 64.83
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Figure 4. Based on quizzes with 100 individuals, it shows subjec-
tive recognition rates for 30 IDs. The scatter of each color repre-
sents the distribution of subjective privacy scores for recognizing
the target face, three distractors, and ’none.’

jective ratings, with specific details available in the supple-
mentary materials. According to the quiz results shown in
Fig. 4, SPS is 93.97%. Among the 30 IDs, SRRs for 27 IDs
exceed 90%, with ID-6 and ID-7 reaching 100%. Even the
lowest recognition rate attained 84%. Interference options
and the ’none’ option constitute only a marginal portion.
In conclusion, our study showcases that faces reconstructed
can also deceive human observers.
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(e) Target (a) w/o PSC&REI (c) w REI (d) w PSC&REI (b) w PSC 

Figure 5. Visual comparisons on the influence of modules PSC
and REI . Map2V with PSC and REI modules can achieve a
higher degree of similarity to the target faces.

Table 4. Ablation study on PSC and REI of Map2V.

Module Same system Different system
PSC REI
× × 97.34 79.82
✓ × 97.55 75.72
× ✓ 97.38 84.57
✓ ✓ 97.46 84.89

4.3. Ablation study

Assessing the impact of the PSC and REI modules on
privacy validation results, we analyzed the PSI of Map2V
with and without each module on DuetFace, using the LFW
dataset. Other parameters align with the 1k1c scenario.

Effectiveness of PSC. Efficiently aligning recon-
structed faces with target faces requires reinforcing the prior
space. Directly fitting a latent vector from a noise vector
space to the target face assumes alignment between face im-
age and noise distributions, often inconsistent in real-world
scenarios [42]. To address this, we employ an encoding
strategy, transforming public face images into latent space
to construct our initial space. In Table 4, the first row dis-
plays Map2V’s PSI score under 1k1c assumptions without
PSC and REI , while the second row demonstrates the PSI
improvement for using the same PPFR by integrating the
PSC module into Map2V.

Effectiveness of REI . Although introducing the PSC
improves PSI within the same system, it reduces general-
izability. The PSI decreases for different systems, as seen
in the second row of Table 4. In the third row of Table 4,
we can observe that the introduction of the REI module in-
creases privacy scores across different system settings, en-
hancing Map2V’s generalizability. Consequently, combin-
ing both modules yields the best results in attack scenarios,
as demonstrated in the fourth row of Table 4.

4.4. Comparison with existing common privacy val-
idation methods

To emphasize the advantages of proposed privacy validation
method over native ones from DuetFace, DCTDP, and Par-

Table 5. Comparison of privacy scores and query counts for dif-
ferent validation methods.

Target 2k2c[11, 22, 23] 1k1c(n = 500) 1k1c(n = 1000)
DuetFace 96.52 (∼1 million) 97.46 (6900) 97.53 (7400)
DCTDP 79.60 (∼1 million) 96.43 (6900) 96.35 (7400)

PartialFace 65.35 (∼1 million) 98.90 (6900) 98.89 (7400)

Figure 6. Visual comparisons of privacy verification results: the
black box for 2k2c assumption, the blue box for our results.

tialFace, we conducted a comparison of privacy scores and
query counts based on the LFW dataset. The results from
Table 5 show that the target PPFR system can achieve a pri-
vacy score of over 95% with 6900 queries, indicating a sig-
nificantly higher degree of face privacy leakage than what
the authors had claimed. Our method exhibits significantly
lower privacy inference costs. Fig. 6 visually portrays that
the native privacy validation method fails to reveal the pri-
vacy leakage risks. In contrast, Map2V shows higher sim-
ilarity to the target image and a more natural appearance,
showcasing the high privacy risks.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a general and query-efficient
privacy validation approach under a minimum assumption
coined Map2V to assess the level of privacy leakage in
PPFR systems. We use rich image priors to construct a
prior space as a replacement for random initialization from
the noise latent space. We then use a rank-and-ensemble
strategy to discover an optimal initial vector and optimize
it based on the integration of gradient estimation to a com-
mon gradient decent technique. Map2V represents the first
attempt to validate the privacy of PPFR, achieving efficient
reconstruction under the minimal assumption, can serve as
a generalizable tool for PPFR assessment and holds the
potential for further expansion. Our experiments demon-
strated that Map2V not only exposes the vulnerabilities of
SOTA PPFRs but can also be employed to validate the pri-
vacy protection capacity of naive FR and PPFR systems.
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